
Summer Planning SCIENCE - YEAR TW0 April - July 2021 

Plants (P) 

National Curriculum Links: 

 

As scientists, children will be: 

*Observing and describing how seeds and bulbs grow into mature 

plants. 

*Finding out about and describing how plants need water, light and 

a suitable temperature to grow and stay healthy. 
 

● asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered 
in different ways 

● observing closely, using simple equipment 

● performing simple tests 

● identifying and classifying 

● using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions 

● gathering and recording data to help in answering questions 

 

 

 

 

 

Weekly sessions at a glance: 

1. Week beg: 12/4 – Introducing Plants Session 1 

2. Week beg: 19/4 – short session ‘What is a Scientist?’ 

3. Week beg: 26/4 – No Science for Y2 

4. Week beg: 3/5 - Plants Session 2 (May day and Inset) 

5. Week beg: 10/5 Plants Session 3 

6. Week beg: 17/5 – Plants Session 4  

7. Week beg: 24/5 – No Science for Y2 

 

Summer 2: – From W.b 7/6/21 - I have planned suggested weekly Speaking and listening 

Science activities and problems linked to Plants and also Space.  This will also allow for 

time to gather evidence to ensure most, ideally all, children have achieved or exceeded 

the science knowledge and skills for transitioning to Year 3.  Please ask if you need any 

help with assessing/gaps etc. Science Quizzes based on units covered this year to identify 

gaps - update Insight and individual teachers plan remaining sessions and let SL know 

coverage.  

8. Week beg: 14/6 – Depends on class needs/gaps/misconceptions 

9. Week beg: 21/6 – Depends on class needs/gaps/misconceptions 

10. Week beg: 28/6 – Depends on class needs/gaps/misconceptions 

11. Week beg: 5/7 - Depends on class needs/gaps/misconceptions 

12. Week beg: 12/7 - Depends on class needs/gaps/misconceptions - update 

transition docs/insight 



 

PLANTS YEAR 2 NATIONAL CURRICULUM 

Notes and guidance (non-statutory) 

 Pupils should use the local environment throughout the year to observe how different plants grow. Pupils should be introduced to the requirements of plants for 

germination, growth and survival, as well as to the processes of reproduction and growth in plants. Note: Seeds and bulbs need water to grow but most do not need light; 

seeds and bulbs have a store of food inside them. Pupils might work scientifically by: observing and recording, with some accuracy, the growth of a variety of plants as they 

change over time from a seed or bulb, or observing similar plants at different stages of growth; setting up a comparative test to show that plants need light and water to 

stay healthy. 

 

WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY (WS) – woven through the units of work taught 

During years 1 and 2, pupils should be taught to use the following practical scientific methods, processes and skills through the teaching of the 
programme of study content: 

● asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways 

● observing closely, using simple equipment 

● performing simple tests 

● identifying and classifying 

● using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions 

● gathering and recording data to help in answering questions 

 

Notes and guidance (non-statutory) 

Pupils in years 1 and 2 should explore the world around them and raise their own questions. They should experience different types of scientific enquiries, 
including practical activities, and begin to recognise ways in which they might answer scientific questions. 
 
They should use simple features to compare objects, materials and living things, and with help, decide how to sort and group them, observe changes over 
time, and, with guidance, they should begin to notice patterns and relationships. 
 
They should ask people questions and use simple secondary sources to find answers. 
 



They should use simple measurements and equipment (for example, hand lenses, egg timers) to gather data, carry out simple tests, record simple data, and 
talk about what they have found out and how they found it out. With help, they should record and communicate their findings in a range of ways and begin to 
use simple scientific language. 
 
These opportunities for working scientifically should be provided across years 1 and 2 so that the expectations in the programme of study can be met by the 
end of year 2. Pupils are not expected to cover each aspect for every area of study. 

* 

Due to COVID 19, gaps and misconceptions may have occurred from Y1 learning so these objectives may need to be revisited with your class 

depending on their needs: 

Y1 PRIOR LEARNING YEAR THREE/ FUTURE LEARNING  

Plants–  
*To identify and name a variety of common wild and garden plants, 
including deciduous and evergreen trees. 
 *To identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common 
flowering plants, including trees. 

 

 

(We do not grow things in Year One Science anymore) 
 

Plants – Year Three 

*To identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, 
stem/trunk, leaves and flowers. 

*To explore the requirements of plants for life and growth (air, light, water, 
nutrients from soil, and room to grow) and how they vary from plant to plant. 

 *To investigate the way in which water is transported within plants. 

 *To explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including 
pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal.  
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